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Ptaah   

62. You should realize your idea because what we have discussed is of great significance for 

the Earth people.  
 

63. But since you already mentioned it, I would like to include a suggestion concerning the 

bulletins:  
 

64. It would be of enormous importance for the mission if you would chronologically group all 

bulletins, since the issue of the first copy, in book format.  
 

65. I am thinking of a format like that of the new Contact Report Blocks.   

66. Also, all small writings should gradually be grouped together and be organized into books 

according to subjects.  
 

Billy   

Man, that will require a lot of effort, work and, above all, money, which we do not possess.   

Ptaah   

67. It should not be a work done overnight, but it should just be done gradually.   
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Pleiadian-Plejaren Contact Reports, Conversations, Volume 11  

Pages 22 & 23, 435th contact, Thursday, October 5th, 2006, 3:16 pm  

(continued)  

Billy  

Yet a question: you told me that you possess a piece of material that is 38,000,000,000 years 

old.  

But our astrophysicists always speak of our material universe being only 13,700,000,000 years 

old.  

How does that make sense?  

Ptaah  

67. The entire universe is around 46,000,000,000,000 years old, while the material belt  

[1] - that is to say, that part of the universe which terrestrial scientists call the universe - is much 

younger, as a consequence of the constant renewal of the visible material belt, which is 

surrounded - inwardly towards the centre and outwardly towards the outermost belt - by six 

further belts which constantly expand, that is to say, stretch, as do the galaxies.  

68. In the same way, the material belt of the universe - that is to say, the visible, material part of 

the universe which Earth human beings wrongly call the universe - expands, that is to say, 

stretches, constantly, whereby this, however, also changes and renews itself again and again, 

which occurs approximately every 49,000,000,000 years, as our newest research, which has 

only recently been concluded, demonstrates.  

69. One such change took place around 17,000,000,000 years ago, whereby the beginning of the 

change occurred, without a transitional period, in the two belts - the inner and outer - which 

directly enclose the material belt.  

70. In the inner and outer transition zones, in which the change occurs, there exists as yet no 

solid matter, because this first begins materially to solidify into coarse matter in the actual 

material part of the material belt, the actual beginning of which - seen from the Milky Way, that 

is to say, the Earth - is about 15,000,000,000 light years distant.  

71. That means that the transition zones of the adjacent inner and outer belts take up the greatest 

distance, and that it is also from there that the so-called background radiation originates.  

72. What is interesting about that is also that the material belt indeed expands outwardly and 

ages. However, inwardly, it becomes younger up to the point in time of its renewal, which 

means that, therefore, the greater age of the material belt is measured at the outside, while its 

interior proves to be younger.  

73. Therefore, a constant coming about is underway in the inside of the material belt, while, in 

the regions of the belt which stretch outwardly, there is a passing away.  

74. Once the high point of the development of the material belt is achieved, then a renewed 

passing away and change begins, out of which a new material belt - or, seen in the terrestrial 

sense, a new material universe - emerges.  
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75. And concerning the material which is 38,000,000,000 years old: we found this tiny particle 

in the transition zone, and, indeed, in the region near the material belt.  

Billy  

If I am right, then that means that our material belt - that is to say, our visible, material part of 

the universe - will persist for 32,000,000,000 more years, before a transformation occurs again.  

And how must one imagine this transformation?  

Ptaah  

76. The entirety of the coarse-matter material, of every kind, renews itself. Consequently, 

therefore, new galaxies, stars and planets, and so forth, come into existence.  

77. With this transformation, which takes place within about 2,000,000,000 years, certain 

residues remain, which are deposited both in the transition zones, and in the material belt, as 

dark energy and as particle-like dark matter, which can, with special technologies, be captured 

and measured.  

78. This dark matter is, therefore, very much older than the actual coarse matter material of the 

visible material belt - that is to say, than the visible part of the universe - which is mistakenly 

referred to as the universe by the Earth human beings, although this material belt constitutes 

only one part out of the seven parts which make up the actual universe.  

References 

1. ↑ Although “belt” is FIGU’s customary translation of 

the word, “Gürtel”, that description provides a 

misleading image of the nested, “layers-of-the-onion“ 

configuration of our entire universe, however, the 

thickness (width) of these individual “layers” varies 

enormously. 

1. Central Core: radius = 3.5 light years 

2. Ur-Core: width = 1 x 1014 light years 

3. Ur-Space: width = 1 x 1014 light years 

4. Solid Matter (Material) Universe Belt (includes all 

galaxies, planets, stars, etc.): width = 2.5 x 1015 light 

years = 25 times the width of the 3rd Belt 

5. Transformation Belt: width = 1 x 1055 light years or 

4 times 1039 the width of the 4th Belt 

6. Creation Belt: width = 1.4 x 1064 light years = 5.6 

times 1048 the width of the 4th Belt or 1.4 times 109 

the size of the 5th Belt 

7. Displacement Belt: width = 1.4 x 107 light years 

(source: adapted from FIGU glossary)  
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CR 467 

Billy: So no head-on collision takes place but rather a process of a slow pushing together. Quetzal told 

me recently that your newest calculations, in reference to the stars in our Milky Way, have yielded a 

number of around 431 billion. What, then, is the number of severity, with regard to the Andromeda 

Nebula? 

 

 

 

CR 130 – Venus, the Sun 

Date/time of contact: Saturday, May 31, 1980, 2:18 AM 

Semjase:   

125. We were very busy and, indeed, very far away.   

Billy:   

What do you mean by “very far?” Do you speak according to your understanding or according 

to mine, in which case I must talk here on Earth of a far journey if someone flies to the Moon?  
 

Semjase:   

126. According to mine and, at the same time, according to an earthly sense.   

127. Some of us were in the DAL Universe, while others were on the planet Venus.   

Billy:   

What had they lost there?   

Semjase:   

128. They were and are still occupied there with a peculiar phenomenon, which has happened 

there and is still happening.  
 

Billy:   

What was that, then? Do I have to beg once again for any information? Or is it, perhaps, a 

secret?  
 

Semjase:   

129. No, it's not a secret.   

130. It simply concerns that on the planet Venus, a peculiar process began about four years ago, 

completely transforming the entire planet.  
 

Billy:   

Interesting, but I can draw no conclusions whatsoever from that. What's with this process?   

Semjase:   

131. As I already said, it was about four years ago.   



132. At the time, enormous elemental storms started on the planet, which changed nearly the 

entire surface of the planet.  
 

133. Enormous masses of dust were thrown up and drove through the very dense and extensive 

cloud layers into free space.  
 

134. How this was possible, however, is still absolutely unknown to us, because naturally 

speaking, the gigantic cloud layers would have had to absorb the millions of tons of dust and 

throw them back to the planet's surface mixed with water.  

 

135. In a direct path, however, the dust that arose from storm erosions left the planet and 

drifted to the Sun.  
 

136. By this, the dust was burned up over the Sun's outer envelope and was destroyed.   

137. By the drifting off of this planetary matter, however, and by similar movements of 

enormous amounts of dust on the planet Venus, it changed its entire surface to a very great 

extent.  

 

138. Tremendously deep rifts and valleys were excavated, while on the other hand, also huge 

mountains came to light, ranging up to about 12,000 meters high beneath the cloud layers and 

layers of steam.  

 

Billy:   

That is so incredible. If I remember correctly, the highest mountains were only about 10,000 

meters high about five or six years ago.  
 

Semjase:   

139. Sure, but this has completely changed in only about four years, and it isn't to be expected 

that this will soon fall to a new change.  
 

Billy:   

Then it could remain so in the future?   

Semjase:   

140. Sure.   

141. So far, we only know that the whole process was triggered by the Sun on the one hand, but 

a long and very thin, extended arm of that huge dark nebula, toward which the SOL system is 

drifting, played an even more important role.  

 

Billy:   

By that, you probably mean that dark nebula that drifts between the constellation Hercules and 

our solar system and toward which we are flying?  
 

Semjase:   

142. Yes.   

Billy:   

How is it, actually? Will our system certainly drift into this dark entity?   

Semjase:   

143. So far, it seems so, yes, but the amount of time until then is still long.   

Billy:   

But I now don't understand two things: on the one hand, that millions of tons of dust could 

penetrate through the Venusian clouds and also go out into space, because if dust gets into the 
 



clouds, then it connects to the tiny droplets that constitute these clouds or make them up. This 

then means that everything together must fall back to the planet's surface. On the other hand, I 

also don't understand that the dust, as you say, drifted towards the Sun and was destroyed there, 

because an extension of the dark nebula…  

Semjase:   

144. Listen to me:   

145. What you mentioned with regard to the amounts of dust and the clouds, that is of good 

correctness.  
 

146. But now, as we found out, which I already explained, many millions of tons of this 

Venusian dust drifted up because of gigantic storms, by what means an opening arose in the 

cloud cover.  

 

147. However, this could only happen because magnetic storms, triggered by various factors of 

the Sun, reached the planet Venus, which, in further development there, led to primeval world-

like elemental storms.  

 

148. Explaining this in every detail, however, would be too much.   

149. This was on the one hand, and the magnetic storms of the Sun, with great certainty, must 

have been triggered by the aforementioned extension of the dark nebula arm.  
 

150. Certain elements of the extension, at any rate, indicate this.   

151. For reasons still unknown to us, an approximately one hundred million kilometer-long 

magnetic suction formed from the resulting magnetic storms, which, interestingly enough, hit 

the planet Venus exactly and held firm to it for several months and traveled with it.  

 

152. The dust of Venus was then pulled up into this magnetic suction, along with all that 

planetary matter that likewise turned into dust because of the primeval world-like storms and 

their frictional effects.  

 

Billy:   

Ah, now I understand things better, but tell me, how long will these storms keep on going, and 

what's probably going to happen with the dark nebula arm? And, have our scientists not noticed 

these processes? Surely they should have seen the drifting off of the dust.  

 

Semjase:   

153. You don't seem to have listened to me properly, because I just explained that the storms 

lasted for several months.  
 

154. To be precise, they raged on for 9 months.   

155. Since then, peace prevails on the planet again in this respect.   

156. The dark nebula arm, which, by the way, was to be calculated in its length to the parent 

nebula in several hundred billion kilometers, slowly dissolved and disappeared.  
 

157. As to your other questions, it is to be explained that the scientists of the Earth could not 

track or detect these processes because their technological devices are insufficiently developed.  
 

158. They are simply inadequate.   

159. They weren't even able to detect the drifting off the planetary matter because there also 

aren't any suitable apparatuses or instruments, etc. available for that.  
 



160. The extension arm of the dark nebula, which ran to the outer edge zones of the Sun, was 

less than 1,600 kilometers in diameter when it hit Venus, while it still had about 199 kilometers 

to the Sun.  

 

(Explanation: the reverse principle of the tornado, like a whirlpool effect.)   

161. The measurements, therefore, also cannot be determined from the Earth with the devices 

that are still unsuitable for such purposes.  
 

Billy:   

That's understandable, because the terrestrial technology, indeed, isn't even sufficient yet to 

allow the scientists to study the Sun more closely, and it has a quite different size than this dark 

nebula arm. I read recently in an article in GEO that the poor Earth scientists once again have 

to revise their current acceptances of the Sun because during a solar eclipse, they discovered 

that their previous acceptances were just nothing more than delusions of the brain. They have 

finally encountered the fact that the so-called glowing envelope of the Sun pulsates, but they 

are already so megalomaniacal again to claim that it is the Sun itself that pulsates so. According 

to the GEO report, this pulsation should amount to 3,000 km, which cannot be right, however, 

because you yourself explained to me once that, on the one hand, only just the fiery mantle or 

even the outer mantle layers - so to speak, the stratospheres and ionospheres, etc., if I may so 

call them - would pulsate and that the half pulsation width is to be calculated, according to our 

measures, at 7,000 km, so thus the entire pulsation width is 14,000 km. The twits still maintain, 

however, that the Sun is a true furnace all the way down to its core, where continuous nuclear 

fusions would take place. They still haven't encountered or come to the thought that the fire 

ball of the Sun could be just a purely external fact, while underneath a huge nuclear star of a 

special kind is hidden - a nuclear furnace, so to speak - which, through tremendous processes in 

its interior, hurls up its immense radiations and vibrations high above itself, and they become 

glowing and blazing seas of fire that shoot out like gigantic tongues of fire into outer space as 

prominences. One must really leave one thing to the twits, though, because now they seem to 

have finally found out that the solar internal processes must be completely different than they 

accepted until now; perhaps now they will also slowly come to the fact that the Sun is not a 

wavering and glowing mass but rather a firm star. And once they have found that out, then they 

will probably also encounter the fact that our Sun, since its actual origin, is also many billions 

of years older than has been accepted up to now, just as they now also have to constantly revise 

the age of the universe. But they still haven't come so far and, therefore, still maintain all kinds 

of nonsense. But the time will, indeed, come, for they have also already found out now that the 

Sun has become smaller by a fairly large piece in the last 500 years, which traces back to the 

fact, according to your own words, that the fiery mantle collapses more and more into itself due 

to less energy from the planetary interior. It is …  

 

Semjase:   

162. You shouldn't talk about that anymore, because what has already been said is already 

dangerously much.  
 

163. But I must admit, you have a phenomenal memory for certain matters.   

164. After all, I explained these things to you during your great journey.   

Billy:   

Oh, one just notes some things.   

Semjase:   



165. Well, let's leave this subject now.   
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Excerpt from the 592nd official contact conversation, 27th July 2014  

 

Billy:   

Thank you. Then I have another question regarding dark matter which you call the expansion 

substance. 

 

I was asked what that means and therefore I have answered with that which you explained to 

me, namely that “expansion substance” stands for the universal gravitational force which 

extends like a network of knots/nodes [intersection pathway points] that continually change and 

are present throughout the whole universe. 

 

And if I have understood what you told me correctly, then the total strands of the whole knitted 

and ranked network are part of an invisible gravitational energy which attracts, respectively 

forms and collects each form of fine matter and at the same time expands, out of which 

material formations and even galaxies are formed. In this process the rich very high energy 

knots/nodes play an important role. 

 

Thus the invisible universal gravitational network, especially its knots/nodes, subtly forms all 

kinds of fine matter, a kind of matter that is not yet specifically known to terrestrial scientists. 

The knots/nodes continually expand until finally visible matter is created which develops 

further, all the way up and ultimately into galaxies. 

 

And because of that, because the dark matter expands in this known way, that this is why you 

call it the expansion substance, or visible matter developed from these expanding invisible 

matter knots/nodes, until over the course of billions of years planets, suns and total galaxies 

evolve. Dark matter is not however to be confused with another factor, Dark Energy, which is 

equivalent to the universal centrifugal force.  

 

Ptaah:   

That's right, but it's only what I have explained to you and what you can disclose. To explain 

more about it by me is not allowed by our directives, because knowledge of dark matter can 
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pose many dangers to the earth scientists, if it is then harnessed and used by the far leading 

destructive weapon manufacturers. 
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 The 7 major forces of nature of which only 4 are known to Earth scientists. 

 

 

Billy:  

When I was in the fourth grade of primary school, and my teacher was Hans Frei – it was in 

1948 – your father, Sfath, explained to me that altogether there are seven major powers 

[conventionally called "forces"] of nature in the universe: on the one hand, the gravity, then the 

electromagnetism as well as the strong and weak nuclear power, and further the ...  

Ptaah:  

Stop. You are not permitted to openly name the other three, as indeed my father already told 

you. These three other powers of nature are not yet known of by terrestrial physicists, and they 

are still not allowed to discover them, because premature knowledge would have severe 

consequences.  

Billy:  

All right, excuse me, it remains withheld. It is certainly not in my interest to betray confided 

secrets, as I really only wanted to talk about the fact that there are not only the four natural 

powers known to the terrestrial physicists, rather also the remaining three which are still 

unknown to them, which exist as certain tiny and ultra-tiny particles, as related to the gravity, 

the electromagnetism and the strong and weak nuclear power. Also the dark energy and dark 

matter are included in the realm of particles, whereby certain of these particles, which are 

indeed also energies with powers, are to be discovered in the foreseeable future, as you have 

said recently. Although it will still take a while, the success is to be understood – indeed 

according to your explanation – as a prediction. Additionally, I may certainly say, these – let us 

say, the normal or simple elemental particles – in turn contain, in sevenfold wise, still tinier 

particles, which, as I learnt from Sfath, can be designated as a kind of ultra-tiny, ultra-elemental 

particle, so to speak. Even when I note, with this statement, that a fundamental seven-fold chain 

of natural powers exists and that other particles exist among the known and unknown elemental 

particles and that only begins among that seven-series, whereby originally everything evolved 

from pure spirit energy – I thereby betray no secret, because all of that corresponds to the 

spiritual teaching, in which I indeed also mention these things openly. And since the terrestrial 

physicists, especially the particle physicists, lack the inner and fundamental knowledge about 

the actual spirit-energetic structure of these things, they cannot do anything anyway, with that of 

which I speak. There would certainly have to be exact statements and explanations in order for 

the physicists to get any use out of it. Among the physicists, the physical knowledge in relation 

to the true and basic structure and the exact interrelationships of matter, still indeed remain in 

the material realm of matter, because they have currently still not become so smart that they 

would have arrived at the idea that the origin of all matter, everything which exists and the 
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entire universe, cannot be explained simply from the perspective of the purely material realm. 

The elemental particles, as such – in spite of their energetic tininess and inconspicuousness – 

are also purely material and not immaterial, because the immaterial is of pure spirit-energetic 

nature, and that energy alone is absolutely the one and only origin of all things and all matter of 

any kind. And thereby, belonging to matter is everything which is solid material, liquid and 

gaseous, which can also be perceived by humans and measured in the most various ways and 

demonstrated, as your father explained to me according to your physics. However, that which is 

fine-matter, and high-fine-fluidal matter, consists of pure spirit energy, and this is not graspable 

for the human being. And alone this spirit energy is the origin of all the existence of any of 

those things which could be registered, proven and measured in any manner by human beings, 

while, up to the present time it is not yet possible, nor will it be possible for a long time into the 

future, for human beings to provide evidence for, and measure, the creational-natural spirit 

energy. But since those terrestrial physicists – who deal with the origin of life, and therefore 

with the solid, liquid and gaseous matter, and who attempt to explore everything in this regard – 

lack even the most minimal knowledge regarding the spirit energy from which everything in its 

absolute origin has emerged and is created, they are still very far from being able to research it 

and gain knowledge about how the process of coming into material being results from pure 

spiritual energy.  

Like children poking with displeasure at their food and not finding what tastes good to them in 

it, so the terrestrial physicists poke around in an area where they cannot find the real source of 

all things. Naturally, it is necessary, with the research related to this, to recognise the purely 

physical aspects of the matter and then properly utilise the findings so as to do no harm with 

them, but if the real origin of all things is to become recognised, then finally the cognition must 

mature that this lies in the spirit energy. However, this has nothing to do with that which is 

erroneously designated as "spirit" by the human beings of the Earth, which, as such, is meant to 

embody that which is the human consciousness. The spirit, that is to say, the spirit energy, is not 

the consciousness, because the spirit, or indeed the spirit energy, does not think and it creates no 

"spiritual" property, because this is reserved for the material consciousness alone. Thus, in 

human beings – or other forms of life – also no "illness of the spirit", and so forth, can appear, 

rather only a clouding and illness, and so forth, of the consciousness, because the spirit, that is 

to say, the spirit form, that is to say, the spirit energy, is absolutely off limits and not capable of 

being influenced by anything such as diseases, and so forth, from the material realm.  

Ptaah:  

Seen from this viewpoint, there are no objections to your statements. It seemed to me to be 

wrong that you wanted to speak openly about that which must be done with respect to ...  

Billy:  

Excuse me. One can always err, whereby really nobody is excluded. But your admonition, that I 

betray nothing which could bring harm, is really quite appropriate, because it could well be that 

I prattle away. And I understand that, with the Earthlings – especially among physicists of all 

kinds – too much knowledge would lead to catastrophic disaster if they could gain knowledge 

of certain things too early. That which has resulted from the much too early insight, with respect 

to the atomic physics, alone proved, to a terrible degree, that which premature findings cause, if 

they can be put into practice. Further and even worse disasters could happen if, with respect to 

the particle physics, premature findings could be obtained and new and even more catastrophic 

weapons than the atomic bomb could be thereby fabricated. And as Sfath once explained to me, 



this should be absolutely possible in regard to the ultra-elemental particles, were they misused 

for the purposes of destruction. But perhaps it would be good if you could also contribute your 

part to all that I have said, but in a simple way, please, so that all interested human beings 

understand what you have to say.  

 

 

 That the Sol star has a dark twin 1 light year away 

hence we live in a binary star system.  

 The dark twin's effects on the Oort Cloud.  

Billy:   

... You make me embarrassed, my friend. I would rather have you explain something to me a 

little more precisely: actually why, for some time now, enormous changes take place in the 

Oort cloud, which is located just at the outermost edge of the SOL system, as you explained to 

me in a conversation on my Great Trip in 1975, when you permitted me to see the Dark Star. In 

one of our most recent conversations you also again privately indicated something regarding 

the changes taking place in the Oort cloud. You said that, due to the dark planet floating around 

out there, changes are taking place that will influence the whole SOL system. To my 

knowledge, the terrestrial scientists suspected something along these lines, that the Dark Star 

exists out there, but, for them, everything is based on pure conjecture. To my knowledge, they 

use the name Nemesis for the alleged Dark Star. But the whole thing has nothing to do with the 

dark planet, which moves along its trajectory on the other side of the Sun and cannot be 

perceived from the Earth and haunts through the system, because I think that this has nothing to 

do with the Dark Star, Nemesis, or?  

 

Ptaah:   

That is right. The SOL system is a binary star system, where the SOL twin is a so-called Dark 

Star, as you say. Its size is about ten times smaller than the SOL itself, whereby this twin also 

has its own planets orbiting around it, as you have known since 1975. The radius of the Dark 

Star to the SOL encompasses more than a light-year, therefore, more than 9.5 trillion 

kilometres, and the circumnavigation of the SOL’s centre of mass, that is to say, SOL's own 

orbit, amounts to around 26 million years.  

 

Billy:   

SOL’s own orbit – I do not understand. What does that mean?   

Ptaah:   

The Sun, that is to say, SOL does not stand still in outer space; rather it turns, indeed in its own 

sweeping circle, around an imaginary midpoint.  
 

Billy:   

Aha. I did not know that. And why, so far, have the terrestrial astronomers not yet discovered 

the Dark Star?  
 

Ptaah:   

The hitherto existing astronomical technical equipment and devices are still not suitable. But it 

is only a question of time until a corresponding discovery occurs. The currently existing 
 



technical devices are not yet capable, however, of capturing the extremely faint light of the 

Dark Star and its satellites. And regarding that, to which the changes relate, in the Oort cloud, 

evoked by the Dark Star; the basis is that an enormous movement occurs in the innumerable – 

existing in billions – numbers of smallest, small, large and largest rock, ice and metal fragment 

formations, and sometimes great structures are hurled out as meteors from the Oort cloud, into 

orbits of the inner SOL system. A large chain of such meteors is, already for many decades, 

underway into the inner SOL system and has partly already passed the Earth or exploded high 

in its atmosphere. This is happening because of the Dark Star which has long since penetrated 

directly into the effective range of the Oort cloud, and since then evokes severe disturbances.  

Billy:   

Then, from out of there, maybe new and still unknown comets and meteors can reach into the 

inner solar system and in the area of the Earth, as is also indeed the case with respect to objects 

in the asteroid belt? And as I am already at this, I ask myself whether it is because, even with 

these projectiles from the Oort cloud, it is the case that some are circling in twos and threes, or 

that some are circled by small satellites like moons, as is the case for the larger asteroids, as I 

was allowed to observe from your Great Spacer in 1975 on my Great Trip. But what has 

happened to that very long, dark meteor-chain which emerged from the Oort cloud, which was 

on course for Earth, which you reported to me privately at the start of 2001? Are these meteors 

still underway into the inner SOL system and to Earth?  

 

Ptaah:   

It was and is really a very long chain of meteors, which was catapulted out of the Oort cloud, 

and which found its way into the inner solar system, including the Earth. Some of the larger 

meteors of this very long chain, as I have just explained, have already passed near to, or more 

distant from, the Earth. Smaller ones have crashed, or exploded at great heights above the 

Earth, and indeed across a number of years because they were stretched so far along their path 

and still are. The first meteor exploded in late July, 2001, high over the region of Kerala, with 

which you are familiar, in India. Another meteor from the same chain exploded once again at a 

high altitude over India, in the year 2007, while the next two meteors from the same chain 

penetrated the Earth's atmosphere and exploded in 2008, high over Colombia and New Mexico. 

And, from this very elongated meteor chain, still more and more are underway and on a course 

to SOL and the Earth, because these previously mentioned meteors were catapulted out of the 

Oort cloud by the Dark Star, that is to say, the dark twin of SOL. Also, there are still four 

objects, which were hurled from the Oort cloud by the Dark Star, which belong to the category 

of comets and are likewise on a path into the inner SOL system.  

 

Billy:   

Then this meteor chain is therefore still very long, and it can, depending on the velocity of the 

objects, probably stretch out for years and decades, until the last of these space satellites come 

into the further or closer area of the Earth, if I understood you right. And perhaps, in addition to 

those from this meteor chain which have exploded over the Earth, are there any others out of 

the same chain which have passed by the Earth?  

 

Ptaah:   

This is the case, yes, but I said that already, and it happened repeatedly during the recent 

decades. And it will also continue to do so, whereby, on the Earth, some events will still occur.  
 

Billy:   



Not exactly pleasant, then indeed still much can be expected on Earth, because it is indeed 

inevitable that such meteors and comets will penetrate the habitable zone, that is to say, the 

"Green Zone", that is to say, the "Zone of Life" of the solar system, where, indeed, the Earth is 

found. In addition to that, then quickly the question in relation to the prophetically announced 

Red Meteor: does this also come from the Oort cloud?  

 

Ptaah:   

That is actually right, and if nothing special results which changes its orbit through any 

emerging unexpected factors or that it is modified by the Earth human beings, then it will result 

in the prophecies fulfilling themselves.  

 

Billy:   

Understood. When a large object, a large comet, meteorite or asteroid, crashes to Earth, as one 

did more than 240 million years ago, whereby indeed, on one hand, the dinosaurs first 

emerged, and then they were made extinct around 65 million years ago, then there are indeed 

worldwide catastrophes whereby practically all life is extinguished. But if such a large 

projectile from space crashes into the sea, then that does not have to lead to a global 

catastrophe, or?  

 

Ptaah:   

Actually, the destruction does not spread out over the entire world, but the whole is then 

centrally limited.  
 

Billy:   

What is one to understand from that?   

Ptaah:   

This means, when a large comet, meteor or asteroid crashes into the sea, as happened, for 

example, millions of years ago in the Gulf of Mexico, and so forth, a gigantic tsunami then 

arises, the area of destruction from which is comprised of a particular central expanse which 

spreads out over thousands of square kilometres. Everything which is thereby directly 

destroyed by the actual tsunami, we call the central destruction area. That which is still only 

indirect, and thus is only caused by the further effect of the action of the tsunami’s destructive 

offshoots, we designate as outer central.  

 

Billy:   

Aha, understood. You say that millions of years ago, in the Gulf of Mexico, a projectile from 

outer space crashed down and a gigantic tsunami was created. What do I have to imagine with 

gigantic – and has it then resulted in a crater there on the bottom of the sea?  

 

Ptaah:   

Actually, a large crater was incurred, which was also discovered a few years ago during 

investigations for oil drilling. As for the giganticness of the tsunami resulting from the crash, 

accordingly our calculations have shown that the towering masses of water must have exhibited 

a height of 4,936 meters and destroyed thousands of square kilometers of land, and killed 

countless living beings.  

 

Billy:   

Really gigantic. But something else: life has indeed independently evolved on Earth, as life has 

also, however, been brought to Earth by comets and meteors from outer space. Anyhow, so I 

was taught by your father, Sfath, as well as your daughter, Semjase, as well as Quetzal and 

 



yourself. This life was indeed so very tiny, only just in the form of micro-organisms. These 

micro-organisms, that is to say, microbes, are mostly single-celled organisms which can be, 

according to their tiny size, in the range of only a few microns, made visible by microscopic 

magnification. To that end, the question is, whether, in outer space and indeed by way of 

comets and meteors – perhaps by asteroids – such micro-organisms are still being brought to 

Earth? Sfath told me regarding comets that micro-organisms only reached Earth from these 

when the comet crashed to Earth or if it passed by very close to the planet or the planet ran into 

their tail. Only thereby can the microbes then reach the atmosphere and the geosphere, and if I 

remember correctly, such micro-organisms from outer space are called panspermia by the 

terrestrial scientists, or anyhow, so I have read it somewhere once. But there are various 

microbes, and it interests me. Can you say a few words about it?  

Ptaah:   

There are, if I am to use the terrestrial-scientific terms, eukaryotic micro-organisms which have 

a genuine nucleus and also exhibit DNA, being micro-algae, microscopically small fungi, 

protozoa. Next there are the prokaryotic micro-organisms which do not have a genuine nucleus, 

being archaebacteria, cyanobacteria and eubacteria. But additionally, there is still a third form, 

which certainly has cells, which however possess no intrinsic DNA, but which, in spite of that, 

can still replicate at several hundred degrees of heat. But I should not say any more about it, 

because these things are still unknown to terrestrial scientists. Moreover, they are not endemic 

to Earth, but only temporarily reach the Earth’s atmosphere and geosphere by way of comets 

and meteors, that is to say, through their disintegration.  

 

Billy:   

Disintegration: what do I need to understand by this? Perhaps a dissolution or some such, as, 

for example, with a comet's tail, or by way of an explosion of a comet or meteorite in or over 

the terrestrial atmosphere? Disintegration indeed actually means as much as "splitting" or even 

"dissolving".  

 

Ptaah:   

What you say is right, naturally.   
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CR 515 

 

The Sun, its 11 year cycle of activity, historical phases, age, outer realm of influence, dark matter and the 

Suns effect on Earth and the rest of the systems planets. The consequences of a massive sunspot 

eruption, electromagnetic pulse effect on Earth electronic systems and the uncertain connected 

worldwide ramifications. 

 

Billy:  



... But that which interests me now relates to our sun, its eruptions, the dark spots on the surface 

of the Sun, the magnetic field, the plasma vortex and energy mass, and the size in proportion to 

all planets and moons, and so forth, and everything of significance all around. I am especially 

interested in regard to the next year in which the Sun’s 11 year cycle of activity again occurs 

which, under certain circumstances, can lead to massive electromagnetic disturbances on the 

Earth, and in its outer realm of influence. If you can just say something general in a language 

understandable for us lay persons, about, for example, what occurred in recent years, what is 

happening presently and what can result in the coming time?  

Ptaah:  

To be said straight away is that the terrestrial scientists err to a large degree in regard to the 

Sun’s lifespan, because it is a dying star and its real remaining lifetime accordingly amounts to 

only 1,500,000,000 to 2,500,000,000 years. To say, further to that, is that the star has drifted for 

years in a weak dynamic phase, and only becomes more active now and again, for example, in 

March 2010. The dynamic of the Sun is based on cycles of approximately eleven years which, 

in turn, are connected with the magnetic fields which, however, also impede the emergence of 

the energy which surges from the interior of the sun. But an even greater number of other 

factors exists through which all processes are determined. Dark matter, which for the terrestrial 

scientists is still very mysterious, also thereby plays a certain role, and indeed in particular in 

regard to the transport of the Sun’s hot energy, because without the influence of the dark matter 

this would not be possible. The around 6,000 degree Celsius hot surface of the Sun is heated up 

to 1,000,000 degrees Celsius by the thermal energy from the interior of the star. This, while the 

dark sun spots however only have a temperature of around 4,000 degrees Celsius and extend up 

to 1,700 kilometres deep into the sun’s interior by means of their tunnel-like, that is to say, 

funnel-like form. At these depths it is many millions of degrees Celsius in the star. As a result of 

these temperatures the inner material of the sun transforms into plasma - into electrically 

charged gas - whereby these masses shoot out all around the maw as flaming plasma at a speed 

of 100,000 kilometers an hour. If dark sun spots emerge in groups, then enormous sun-storms 

emerge from them which release energies which are only comparable with the energy of 

thousands of millions of conventional atomic bombs. The Sun lives and hurls its monstrous 

energies out into its area of the system, even if it is a dying star which presently drifts in a phase 

of lesser activity. If the new, high phase of activity comes, which is to be expected immediately 

and in the next year, then it can be monstrously big and can cause very much damage in regard 

to nature and the human electronic technological advances. Basically, violent plasma eruptions 

should have already been occurring for a long time, yet since the activity has, so to speak, 

dropped to a minimum, greater outbreaks have not occurred up to this point, but, with the new 

activity which is ahead, they can now be very enormous. The fact is that, currently, for that 

reason, in the Sun’s interior, enormous changes are taking place, which also show in the form of 

external effects. For example, on the surface of the Sun, an extensive current of material has 

emerged which is driven by the residue of the magnetic field (which has arisen from the 

weakened, dark sunspots) in the direction of the poles of the Sun, to then sink again there up to 

250,000 kilometers deep into the Sun’s interior, to then move back again in the direction of the 

equator. At the mentioned depth of the Sun’s interior, the magnetic fields again lengthen and 

also become strong again, which means that they are newly charged with energy, after which 

they become newly active and break out yet again on the surface and form new, dark sunspots. 

From that it also follows that these material currents, together with the different, fast rotation of 

the surface of the sun, assures that a reversal of the magnetic fields of the Sun results, which 



manifests every eleven years. Normally the current of material moves very slowly towards the 

poles, and indeed at a speed of 2.7 to 3.7 kilometers per hour, yet for about seven years this 

speed has amounted to about 50 kilometers per hour. The result of this fast current is that the 

magnetic fields are prevented from emerging on the Sun’s equator. This is also the reason why 

the last three years on Earth had enormously cold Winters. The dark sunspots which are 

surrounded by giant, funnel-shaped magnetic field line loops - which transport hot gas and 

plasma - show the actual magnetic wesen[1] of the Sun. If particularly big energy outbreaks 

occur, then the magnetic field lines and the plasma free themselves from the Sun and shoot 

away from it. The plasma loops thereby reach, as magnetic energy, up to 100,000 kilometers in 

length and breadth if they break forth from the Sun, whereby giant dark zones then also come 

about on the Sun’s surface. If more dark sunspots come about, then that results from the fact 

that magnetic field lines are increasingly breaking through the Sun’s surface. Therefore the 

stronger the magnetic field, the more dark sunspots manifest. If, on the other hand, it is weaker, 

fewer dark spots occur. The Sun’s magnetic field, called the heliospheric current sheet, has - in 

its rotating, spiral radiation form - an effect on the entire SOL system, and, in fact, up to the 

outermost realms of the Kuiper belt, and still some distance beyond. From these sunspots, 

magnetic field lines escape from the Sun’s interior, whereby the Sun’s ejected energy, which 

strikes the Earth, is monstrously high. On average, the Earth is struck every single second by an 

energy mass such as could be produced by approximately 155 – 160 million atomic power 

plants. The energy mass is therefore so enormous that 0.01 percent of it would already be 

sufficient to meet the energy requirements of the entire terrestrial humanity of 8 billion Earth 

inhabitants. And what there is to say concerning the size in proportion to the planets and moons, 

and so forth, in the SOL system, is that they come to only exactly 0.2 percent of the central 

heavenly body, which contains 99.8 percent of the entire material content in the SOL system. 

As said, the Sun is a dying star, which will still exist for between 1,500,000,000 and 

2,500,000,000 years, with a presently active age of around 5,000,000,000 years. However its ur-

ur  

[2] origin lies very much further back and is based on ur-energies, the age of which, on one hand, 

the terrestrial scientists cannot calculate, and which appears fantastic to them, because it leads 

back to previous forms of the whole universe about which they lack knowledge and 

understanding regarding its existence. They do not understand, and are also not able to fathom, 

that the visible material universe is only the fourth belt of the universe, which consists of seven 

belts altogether, whereby only the fourth belt has galaxies, nebulae, suns, planets and moons, 

and so forth, while the inner three and outer three immaterial energy belts cannot be seen and, 

therefore, the inner and external energy belts, between which the material belt - that is to say, 

the material universe - is located, and from which the so-called background radiation emerges, 

cannot be seen. Also, the terrestrial scientists do not know that the material belt renews itself 

every 49,000,000,000 years which, last time, was around 17,000,000,000 years ago, and that the 

current material universe is already the third form of the constant renewal and that the entire 

seven belted universe is already around 46,000,000,000,000 years old. But back to the Sun: the 

Sun means life for all life-forms in the SOL system, and those lifeforms deep in the interior of 

the Earth, which live in complete darkness and never see a ray of sun, also profit from the Sun’s 

energy. And not only do the planets themselves rotate but the same thing happens with the Sun, 

which, with its own rhythm, rotates on its own axis once every four weeks. However, it thereby 

has different rotation times and rotation speeds; at the equator, near the poles and in the middle 
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latitudes; whereby that alone guarantees that it can sling the energies - which are generated in its 

innermost region - as far as the outermost edge of its system. Only as a result of the arising 

friction, between the different fast parts of the points of rotation which have different speeds, do 

constantly whirling electromagnetic field lines form. What thereby happens is that the more 

extensive the whirling, the greater the activity of the Sun. Presently the Sun is passing into a 

weak dynamic. Consequently there is only a little activity, which is also expressed in few dark 

sunspots. They are not insignificant in their mass because they in fact often have a size into 

which the Earth would fit five or six times. Yet what there also is to say in regard to the size is 

that the Sun collapses into itself and therefore shrinks, and has indeed done so already for 

several hundred years. These are the first manifestations of decay to do with the dieing of the 

star, which will only exist for approximately another 1,500,000,000 to 2,500,000,000 years as a 

giver or life for the SOL system. But also to say is that, with very high activity, the heavenly 

body can again expand some distance, or, swell somewhat, which however only occurs within a 

cyclical range after which the reduction, or, the shrinking, drops back again to the original 

starting-point form. Now, what occurs with the upheaval of the cycle this time is still 

inconclusive, yet it can be said that it can come to an inferno, if ur-worldly magnetic bows 

break through and all the Earth human being’s electronic technological advances on Earth and 

in the Earth’s orbit are thereby paralysed. The current electronic technology and thereby also the 

entirety of the electronics on the Earth is extremely sensitive in regard to storms on the Sun and 

other cosmic radiation; consequently everything can collapse if strong sun-storm eruptions send 

their energies to Earth and induce storms of electrons on Earth. These induce electric currents as 

a result of which enormous numbers of electrical - and therefore, also electromagnetic - 

apparatuses and devices of all kinds can be made inoperable just as can atomic and electric 

power plants as well as other plants, machines and vehicles, and so forth, which are in any way 

associated with electrical energy. If something happens in this form then the whole thing is 

absolutely not harmless, because if such harmful consequences arise, then not only do large 

parts of the economy and medical care, as well as drinking water supply, collapse, but also the 

production and necessary transport of food stuffs, as well as general security measures against 

plundering. Not to mention that, in regard to all Earth human advances, a setback in 

development could result and damage could generally come about in all areas, which would 

take decades to rectify again. The Earth human beings and their governments would also come 

to the brink of financial ruin, which means that they would become incapable of payment 

concerning being able to generally address and rectify the damage which had arisen. Criminality 

and wrongdoing would also climb, along with many other evils, which would be incalculable. 

This would be the case if a catastrophe in fact arose in the form in which it could with an 

overactivity of the Sun. But that happening is only a possibility and does not correspond to a 

prediction, because it still is not certain what will occur when the activity wakes the Sun from 

its slumber.  

Billy:  

Thank you. You have said and explained more than I actually expected. But it is certainly good 

that it has all been said.  

 

 

 



CR 512 
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Excerpt from the 512th official contact conversation of Saturday, 1 January 2011  
 

Ptaah:  

… You also alerted Florena regarding a letter and had given her the contents, after which I 

checked into the matter and found some serious errors.  

Billy:  

Yes, look here, this is a fax that my old friend Ernst Meierhofer sent over to me on Thursday. 

Consequently, I immediately told Florena so that she informed you about it, so that we could 

talk about it today after the correction work. However, you had already let me know about the 

mistakes on Thursday night through Florena. She had just come past at around 12:25 am, so that 

Bernadette and I were able to correct the mistakes yesterday. Nevertheless I would like to go 

through it all again with you, so that everything really is clear and correct and there no more 

errors.  

Ernst wrote the following:  

Dear Eduard, regarding the following from the 228th contact report of the 1st of May 1989, 

that I copied from volume 5, pages 474/475, I would like something explained, for it is not 

entirely clear to me how I should understand it all. Particularly the 570,000,000,000 stars with 

planets are somewhat incomprehensible for me, because it is not clear with that whether there 

are 570,000,000,000 stars and planets, or whether there are 570,000,000,000 suns that have 

planets. One could understand it as one liked, so I would like to ask what is meant by it. In 

addition, the whole thing does not correlate with other statements in contact reports 467 and 

264, which I have also faxed to you. Did writing mistakes creep in there?  

With Greetings, Ernst  

Billy:  

Ptaah and you and Semjase, you said that our Milky Way has 570,000,000,000 stars with 

planets, but that there were only about 7,000,000 smaller and larger solar systems with planets 

upon which higher life exists. Are the planetary satellites, that is to say moons, also included?  

Quetzal:  

Yes, because there are, in certain solar systems with huge central stars, gigantic planets with 

immense gravitation which themselves are too big to be able to carry higher life, but their 

moons are however very well positioned to do so. For your understanding we call these life-

supporting objects not moons however, but planet-planets.  

Billy:  

Probably just because they are actually planets of a mother planet, or?  

Quetzal:  

That is correct.  

Billy:  
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And the seven million solar systems with planets in our galaxy, on which higher life exists; does 

it concern thereby entirely only human civilisations?  

Quetzal:  

No. The universe with all its galaxies is very thinly populated with human life forms, with all 

space-and time-shifted dimensions, respectively, all existing space-time fabrics, included. Many 

planets and moons carry only very low, micro-organic life or only forms of life such as animals, 

birds, fish, beetles and insects etc. which have nothing to do with higher life.  

Billy:  

Then I have misunderstood something, because I was of the view that you have always spoken 

of the fact that it concerned human life forms only.  

Quetzal:  

Then you succumbed to a mistake, if you assumed that those approximately 7,000,000 solar 

systems with their planets are only to equate with human civilisations.  

Maybe you have really...  

Billy:  

...misunderstood something.  

Quetzal:  

I wanted to say that. In this galaxy there are only 2,630,000 known to us, but additionally there 

are 1,141,000,000 from other galaxies known to us that should also be included. Of the actual 

low-developed civilisations in this galaxy, which you call the Milky Way, 1,040,000 are known 

to us. Universe-wide in your material space-time structure, our scientists estimate that about 

6,000,000,000,000 to 7,000,000,000,000 human civilisations of high and low form probably 

exist.  

467th Contact, of Monday, 28 June 2008, volume 23  

Billy:  

Quetzal said to me recently that your newest computations produced a number of approximately 

430,000,000,000 regarding the number of stars in our Milky Way. What is the size of the 

number for the Andromeda nebula?  

264th Contact, of Thursday, 14. May 1998  

Billy:  

Then just not - here is the provisionally last question: What are your calculations concerning 

the number of the stars in our Milky Way?  

Ptaah:  

We do not possess exact data, but rather only estimated figures.  

Billy:  

And, what does your science of astronomy or so estimate how many stars there are in the Milky 

Way?  

Ptaah:  

Our computations amount to approximately 165,000,000,000 giant stars and 405,000,000 

medium and small.  

Billy:  



I would like to explain to my friend by phone, what you have to say, because obviously actually 

serious errors have emerged, and we need to iron them out.  

Ptaah:  

The errors in the 228th contact report are known to me, because I checked again everything on 

Thursday, including Quetzal’s explanation which unfortunately, as a result of typos, resulted in 

the confusing statement: "570,000,000,000 stars with planets". Firstly the number 570 is wrong, 

because the correct figure is 587, and secondly, after "billion stars" there should not be "with", 

but "and". In the 467th report "in regard to the stars" is wrong, because it should correctly say 

"in regard to the planets". Also the number 430,000,000,000 is wrong, because 431,000,000,000 

is the correct number. In the 264th report the number 165 is wrong, because 156 is the correct 

number. In the same sentence "giant stars" is also wrong, because the correct term is just "stars". 

Furthermore, in the same sentence "405,000,000" is wrong; correct is "of those, 21,000,000,000 

are medium and smaller-sized types".  

Billy:  

Well, then we must separate the whole lot into stars and planets. What results from that? Do you 

have more exact information as to how many stars and how many planets there are?  

Ptaah:  

In this respect I can give you our data, and these state that your galaxy, the Milky Way, 

according to our calculations, has about 156,000,000,000 stars and 431,000,000,000 planets 

with solid matter. In addition, there are millions of objects of a gaseous nature, known by the 

Earth humans as a gaseous planets and nebulae. The principal normal stars, which are 

comparable to SOL, must be calculated to be about 21,000,000,000, and only in their sphere of 

influence are many forms of higher life possible. Furthermore there are even larger and many 

times brighter stars than these; just as there are also some which even surpass those that are 

greater and brighter in their mass and brightness.  

Also overwhelmingly huge suns exist which, however, form from conglomerations of suns. 

Small stellar objects exist such as neutron stars, white dwarfs, red dwarfs and brown dwarfs 

within whose sphere of influence no higher life develops. Of these 156,000,000,000 stars about 

7,000,000 are smaller and larger solar systems, which have planets and planet-planets upon 

which higher life is supported. Some of the smaller and larger solar systems have several 

planets and planet-planets upon which higher life exists, whereby the number of life supporting 

planets and planet-planets greatly increases.  

Billy:  

Quetzal said that there are 2,630,000 highly developed civilisations and 1,040,000 low-

developed civilisations within our Milky Way. Does this apply to the whole galaxy?  

Ptaah:  

No, it applies only to those highly and lowly developed civilisations that are known to us. The 

full number of all higher and lower civilisations will likely run into a multiple of that.  
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Excerpt from the 498th official contact conversation, 31st July 2010   

Ptaah:   

… That which altogether was completely destroyed in wide sections of Rome, Asia Minor and Greece, 

and so forth, according to our annals, amounts to about 1,341,700 scientific scrolls. Many of these 

hand written texts described very valuable medical cognitions and techniques, besides actual technical 

inventions, which, if these records and plans had been preserved, would have led to the human beings 

of Earth conquering the outer space and settling on other planets already more than 200 years ago…[1]  

 

 

 

CR 489  CO2 

Billy   

...Actually I have something which still requires an explanation from your side. Christian 

Frehner brought me a question from Michael Horn and Professor James Deardorff regarding 

the current CO2 content of the terrestrial atmosphere.  

 

But since I was not quite sure in regard to an answer, I asked Florena on February 25th for an 

explanation.  
 

Both obviously thought that the current content is not yet dangerous and that it also does not 

climb so quickly.  
 

Besides that, they spoke of a 4 percent CO2 content, which is not, however, what was 

mentioned in our conversation of October 14th last year in regard to CO2.  
 

Florena answered my question by quoting the exact current content as 0.046 percent.   

This is in contrast to the claims of the terrestrial scientists who, with inexact calculations, 

would only calculate a value of 0.039 percent.  
 

I assume, concerning that, that a misunderstanding probably exists with the two and they took 

the terrestrial scientists' lower value as the starting point and that this is not yet dangerous and 

for which reason it is also not to be evaluated as grave.  

 

However, how they arrived at 4 percent is a puzzle to me because neither of us mentioned this 

number in our conversation.  
 

What is to be said about that?   

Ptaah   

It is correct that the current CO2 content on the Earth amounts to 0.046 percent, respectively 

460 ppm [parts per million] which is truly quite a lot more than the terrestrial scientists register 

with their inadequate apparatuses.  

 

This CO2 content of 0.046 percent is not yet very grave for the life forms, but, with humans 

who are more susceptible than others regarding CO2, it leads to very frequent migraines, with 

nausea and dizziness.  

 

But, among diverse other factors, the molecule also strongly influences the climate and 

therefore contributes to climate change.  
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The content of 460 ppm is therefore not harmless. Instead, it has already, for a long time, 

shown certain effects with humans who are susceptible to it, as it also has in regard to climate 

change, through which natural catastrophes take the lives of many humans.  

 

The named 0.046 percentage of CO2 impregnates the atmosphere whereby however this says 

nothing about the CO2 which has accumulated and continues to accumulate in the soil and in 

the oceans and other bodies of water, and which is freed, by and by, as a result of various 

processes and also enters the atmosphere this way.  

 

It also says nothing about how the CO2 damages all seas and other bodies of water in that it 

acidifies them.  
 

The gas will be poisonous for the humans when, in the air, it reaches a content of 

approximately one percent which will then already lead generally to headaches and chronic 

tiredness.  

 

It has an absolutely deadly effect when it reaches a content of 8 percent in the air.   

Naturally the entire thing still corresponds to a longer process and will not take effect 

overnight, but the whole thing will not be stopped if the Earth humans proceed with their 

uncontrollable reproduction and continue to produce the gas in excessive amounts as they have 

until now.  

 

As a result of everything which is coming in the future, factors can come about which allow the 

CO2 content to suddenly and rapidly increase, especially when the molecules, which have 

accumulated and continue to accumulate in the soil and in the oceans, escape into the air as a 

result of some sort of circumstances and become dangerous for all breathing beings.  

 

That is certainly not the case yet and also one cannot expect it to be the case very quickly, but 

to think that the CO2 content of 460 ppm is not dangerous corresponds to an erroneous 

assumption because that is already alarmingly high, because, namely, as a result of the 

molecule, the climate is strongly influence in a negative way and causes certain human beings 

health difficulties, with migraines, nausea and dizziness.  

 

Around 150 years ago the CO2 content in the atmosphere amounted to 0.028 percent, and 

shortly before industrialisation the content of CO2 on the Earth amounted to 187 ppm. 

Subsequently the content has therefore climbed by a disturbing 273 ppm.  

 

The terrestrial atmosphere has always contained CO2 in small amounts, but the Earth humans 

have unfortunately contributed very much to the strong increase of the gas content, and indeed 

as a result of the irresponsible, excessive burning of fossil fuels such as crude oil, natural gas 

and coal, as well as as a result of diverse other natural and chemically produced substances.  

 

Means of transport, such as aircraft, automobiles, tractors, other motor vehicles and all kinds of 

work machines as well as ships, which are powered by combustion engines, also contribute in a 

big way to the entire evil.  

 

To add to that are also power stations and factories which are powered in some way with gas or 

coal.  
 

Also the logging - and clearing by means of fire - of the rain forests, as well as other clearing of 

forests around the world and the destruction and building-over of riverside forests and fertile 

fields for residential buildings and factories, and so forth, contributed and further contributes to 

the increasing CO2 content.  

 

Billy   



But now all the clever ones and know-it-alls who play everything down again, will come again.   

That will, unfortunately, really not be avoidable.   

Ptaah   

That will with certainty be so, just as it will that everything will be described as worse than it, 

in and of itself, already is. 
 

 

 

 

CR 476  Planet Akart 

Billy  

All of this, what you say, I have already written about since the years of the 1950’s as 

predictions and spread worldwide and sent to governments, noteworthy newspapers, magazines, 

radio stations and various organizations. The responses afterwards however were so minimal, 

that these can be counted on only one hand. Up to today one is silenced about issues, passed 

over and has everything hushed up. In fact today several scientists appear, who speak about 

these things themselves, yet, all of that, which I have published and said, this is not taken 

seriously. Contrarily, there are also people, who have exploited my statements and predictions 

as well as prophecies with films and lectures and massively made popular, however also 

nothing is achieved from this. And that through overpopulation also the world goods commerce 

through globalization climbs always further and this massively so promotes, that sicknesses, 

epidemics and all kinds of insects as well as poisonous wildlife and plants of all kinds and 

species are carried into all nations of Earth, all of which is also ignored. The fact that as a result 

also the health of the human, animal and wildlife world suffer damages as well as the entire 

plant world which by foreign species is displaced and destroyed, which also no one wants to 

admit. This is also in regard to the fact that through the steadily increasing humanity not only 

the climate, but also negative and harmful changes are even imposed upon the entire nature and 

all life forms, therefore also the atmosphere, which enters into a negative change. And as I 

know from you, through overpopulation itself as well as through its criminal machinations, the 

destruction of nature and the enormous CO2-emissions, an oxygen collapse and atmosphere 

collapse can occur, which would mean an end to all life on the Earth. The responsible scientists 

however in general do not speak about this; in fact, they do not consider this possibility at all, as 

a result they also do not research in this direction. Such an occurrence, according to your earlier 

explanation, on July 17, 1975 during my great journey, in fact already is to have threatened an 

approximately Earth sized planet named Akart through overpopulation stupidity, because in 

1975 already 23 billion human beings lived there. To my knowledge the inhabitants of Akart 

belong to your federation, as well as others from other regions there. Also Kohun and Athar.  

Ptaah  

74. What you say, corresponds to that, which corresponds to the facts.  

75. The population of the planet Akart belonged to our federation, as well as also, the 

population of the worlds of Proxima-Centauri and others from there and other local regions of 

space around there, from which several of them have come to the Earth.  



76. However, all of these worlds belong in our space-time-construction, consequently they also 

possess several of our technologies, like for example, that technology with which they are able 

to bridge the time barrier and come into your space-time-construction.  

77. The population of Akart however no more exists since the year 2007, because in the only 32 

years from 1975 to 2007 their total population had increased to 34 billion, when through their 

stupidity, like also is apparent with the terrestrial population, nature and the climate were 

completely destroyed, when, in the end, an oxygen collapse and an atmosphere collapse 

occurred, as you have described this.  

78. As a result all life was wiped out on this planet.  

Billy  

However, you still have advised and helped them, as you said at that time.  

Ptaah  

79. Unfortunately, our advice was just disregarded and not followed, as well as also our help 

was declined.  

80. Only then, when there was nothing more to give, the humans came to think things over, but 

then it was already too late, as a result we only could just save as many humans as possible, 

unfortunately only 116 million, and resettle them to other worlds.  

Billy  

Catastrophic. On the Earth can it similarly threaten, because through all of the nature 

catastrophes, the sicknesses, epidemics and through the global carrying off of exotic wildlife 

and exotic plants will be, life and the living area of man and animals and of all wildlife, the 

oxygen content and the atmosphere of Earth as well as the achievements of terrestrial humanity, 

steadily more and more destroyed.  

Ptaah  

81. Earth humans, so I am able to say, are pathologically autocratic and incorrigible, which is 

why they must first suffer enormous damage, before they see reason and open up their ears and 

senses to warnings.  

82. And if they do not do this, then destruction will one day be their fate.  

83. Slowly however systematically Earth humans destroy anything and everything in life, in 

nature and in the climate on Earth, consequently already the continuous process of all around 

destruction in every respect now only is to be halted with very drastic measures.  

 

 

 

CR 475  Red Meteor Apophis 

Billy  

Regarding the Red Meteor that endangers Earth on the 13th of April, 2029 and of which we have 

already spoken on the 16th of September, I have been asked about certain things and, therefore, 

would like to know how big that bloke is.  



To my knowledge the terrestrial astronomers have already detected it for quite some time and are 

calling it Apophis or something.  

It shall either hit Earth in the year 2029, or only whizzing by very closely.  

Should it be the latter case, it (the meteor) would reappear in the year 2036 and its close 

approach to Earth could really lead to a catastrophe if the scientists undertake nothing against it.  

Ptaah  

Its size is about 350 metres.  

What you are saying regarding the great danger that the Red Meteor represents to Earth: the 

scientists know about it.  

And if there will be no special influence by the outer SOL “trabants” (note by the translator: 

objects circling around and at great distance from our sun), a catastrophe really threatens the 

Earth.  

In order to avoid it the terrestrial scientists are also urged to undertake every conceivable 

possibility to ultimately push the meteor from its orbit.  

Billy  

To my knowledge various models exist for this purpose, but the scientists cannot come to a 

mutual agreement on this.  

You are saying that the fellow shall be pushed from its orbit, and I gather from it that blowing it 

up is out of question.  

Therefore, only a reaction principle could be applied, like e.g. an extremely strong nuclear 

reaction unit, sun sail principles, or atomic explosions near the meteor.  

Ptaah  

Whereby atomic explosions near the meteor should be considered, because they are very 

efficient and produce a strong drift(ing) effect.  

However, the explosions may not occur too close to the meteor in order to avoid breaking it up, 

from which an even greater danger would result.  

Such a project must be executed early and not at that time when the real danger is starting to 

threaten, because otherwise it would be too late for a success.  

Therefore working towards it must be started today.  



Billy  

And what about big reaction units and sun sail principles?  

Ptaah  

Those are also possibilities, but they are much more difficult to carry out, and the necessary 

effectiveness is questionable; besides, with regard to their efficiency they are not to be 

recommended because meteors are unstable with regard to a regular self-position which makes 

the application of any effective reaction units and sun sails etc. nearly impossible.  

Billy  

Those things have to be profoundly thought about by the scientists.  

Ptaah  

That’s really so, but time presses.  

 

 

 

Cr471 

Billy   

Aha, that’s one thing I wanted to know for a long time.   

But now something other and, therefore, a question: During the 424th official conversation of 

June 17, 2006, you told me that the Men in Black, those who wanted me to separate from my 

boots (= to kill), had been captured at last.  

 

You said the following: “Since their last evil actions against you, the Sirian Men in Black have 

been seized by forces from their home world and have been taken prisoner.”  
 

And also during the 452nd official conversation of July 7, 2007, this was mentioned.   

Now I have been asked about how this came about.   

Can you give me details?   

Ptaah   

I can explain the following: Through our information about a technical innovation that we had 

received from the Sonaens, the Sirian scientists were able to register the Men in Black’s start, 

flight and destination coordinates which had been encrypted to such a degree that they could 

not be decrypted for a very long time.  

 

After having obtained the destination coordinates, it was detected that they lead to the planet 

Mars in the SOL system.  
 



Consequently, in the year 2006, Sirian security forces were mobilized who are in possession of 

space technology that makes it possible to switch between space and time configurations.  
 

Those forces secretly started with the aim to catch the Men in Black on planet Mars.   

On the planet they found very ancient and functioning stations of former occupants/inhabitants, 

which were used by the Men in Black. From those bases they planned the assassination 

attempts on you and also pursued other evil machinations on Earth towards groups of Earth 

humans.  

 

The Men in Black were taken prisoner and all stations were totally eliminated, just as it was the 

case with all monuments and other things that were erected by the former inhabitants of the 

planet.  

 

Billy   

Does this mean that now no human-built artefacts can be found on Mars? Why did they do 

this?  
 

Ptaah   

That’s the meaning of my words, because all of such artefacts had been removed. Therefore, 

only natural artefacts can be found now that were created by nature, as I had once remarked to 

you during a private talk.  

 

You then did not ask why only naturally-created artefacts can be found on Mars, though.   

I don’t attribute this to your inattentiveness, but to your bad health situation at that time when I 

told you this.  
 

And regarding the total elimination of everything by the Sirian forces that lead back to the 

former inhabitants: The reason for this was that it is a Sirian law that everything has to be 

totally eliminated wherever criminal actions have occurred.  

 

This applies to human acquisitions of all kinds on certain locations, as well as on entire planets, 

if such are not inhabited by a human population, which was also the case with Mars.  
 

Billy   

Maybe you have told me everything, but I only remember that you told me that only natural 

artefacts can still be found on Mars.  
 

Somehow there’s a hole in my memory, because I may not remember that we had spoken about 

that what you have said regarding the finding of the Men in Black on Mars and the removal of 

all human artefacts.  

 

But since we are talking about Mars, the red planet, the Red Meteor comes to my mind, of 

which it is written in a prophecy.  
 

I don’t know it exactly anymore, but Quetzal told me that it will enter into Earth’s orbit even if 

the prophecy regarding the Earth humans’ evil machinations and wars would not be fulfilled, 

because the appearance of the meteor is not a prophecy, but a prediction and, therefore, a 

cosmic event.  

 

If I remember correctly, he said that the great danger by the meteor would threaten Earth on the 

13th April 2029, while at the same time he also named a date for the year 2036.  
 

Ptaah   

You are wrong; I have not spoken about the Sirians eliminating all human artefacts on Mars, 

because what I’ve just told you I told you never before.  
 



Obviously you had an intuitive grasp of everything.   

And what to say about Quetzal's prediction regarding the meteor; I can only confirm his 

information.  
 

Billy   

Misunderstanding regarding Mars.   

Excuse me.   

But regarding the elimination of human achievements/acquisitions, this in part is also the case 

here (on Earth); many things are destroyed and eliminated at certain locations if they are 

connected to criminal acts.  

 

I only find it strange that all of those things have been eliminated on Mars that did not belong 

to the criminal Sirians, but to the former inhabitants.  
 

But law may be simply law – other humanities and planets, other laws, etc.   

And regarding the Red Meteor I just wanted to be sure.   

Ptaah   

The eliminations on Mars are as they are, and it cannot be made undone, even if it may seem 

strange to outsiders.  
 

Billy   

How right you are; that’s why one should not search for a deeper meaning.   
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Billy   

Of course. I know, because Quetzal reported to me regarding this probe. However, he was of 

the opinion that your expedition was to last still a longer time. Now, however start shooting – 

briefly and succinctly. What arises from the foreign universe? You must not be detailed, but 

just briefly and succinctly describe the most important events. We can talk about it at a later 

time in detail, as you say.  

 

Ptaah   

8. So then listen:   

9. Actually it appeared, that we must extend our expedition still several months, but then 

success arrived unexpectedly.  
 

http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_345


10. First, after a many month long search we found a planet, on which rather still wild humans 

lived, who were only equipped with stone axes, stone spears and stone knives.  
 

Billy   

Thus, cave men, respectively Stone Age humans or similar, correct?   

Ptaah   

11. Yes.   

12. The lived partly in caves, but also partly in primitive huts, which they made out of 

branches, leaves and moss.  
 

13. We were able to find 46 different groups on the planet.   

14. The planet itself had large primeval forests as well as fertile land, on which many and 

diverse animals roamed and fed themselves on all kinds of things.  
 

15. You can yourself imagine approximately the same appearance that Earth presented around 

six million years ago.  
 

16. Weeks later, after which we further penetrated into the foreign universe, we came upon a 

small artificial object, which was drifting through free space.  
 

17. When we got hold of it, we established, that it was a probe created by intelligent life forms, 

which certainly had served for the exploration of a planet, but however apparently was driven 

from its course and was thrown out into free space.  

 

18. So we calculated the flight path of the probe and followed it for several months, after which 

we then actually reached a solar system, in which about a dozen planets moved around a central 

star, although certainly only two of the planets were developed in such a way, that they were 

able to carry higher life, as we soon discovered.  

 

19. On one of the planets, the third, which was somewhat smaller than Earth and which was 

about 1.51 astronomical units distant from the sun and which travelled on its 677 day long orbit 

about the central star and had a self-rotation of 21 hours and 37 minutes, there existed no 

human, but only higher animal lifeforms of primeval form, as well as also this primeval 

condition applied to the vegetation.  

 

20. The second planet, somewhat greater than the Earth, had three large island continents, 

which existed in a large salt water ocean and were surrounded by a large number of smaller 

islands.  

 

21. Their entire mass was around one third greater than the continental masses and islands of 

Earth together.  
 

22. This planet was at a distance from the sun of 1.48 astronomical units and had a self-rotation 

of 22 hours and 52 minutes.  
 

23. The planet carried human civilizations, in fact there were three different races, which 

consisted of diverse peoples, who were of white, green and blue color, adding to a total number 

of around 498 million human beings.  

 

24. Our clarifications, which we carried out unobserved and without direct contact 

undertakings with the occupants, resulted in astonishing things as I want to explain as follows:  
 

25. The populations of the three continents mastered only three different languages each one 

with a uniform dialect, which we nowhere else have yet detected.  
 



26. And although the three races work together in every respect, such as, medically, 

scientifically and technologically, etc., they do not mix with one another in the way that there 

would exist marriage alliances between members of different races.  

 

27. All three races had the same culture, the same state of knowledge in all things and a 

medical science, which, highly developed, registered only just minor sicknesses, so in this 

respect they are far ahead of terrestrial medical and surgical science.  

 

28. There was nothing to find regarding religions and cults of any kind, because all three races 

in no way at all recognize faith, but only a kind of universal philosophy, which is based on the 

fact, that all life and existence arises from a higher power, which is simply called the ‘Power’ 

by them.  

 

29. This is quite reverently observed, respected and honored, however it is not worshiped and 

not venerated.  
 

30. The ‘Power’ constitutes for them all origin of life and all existence, which both comes to 

be, and again passes away and again comes to be, and a unity in a duality is taught, so the 

material and the ‘Power’, which lives in the material, passes away and again comes to be, while 

the material dissolves and changes into other material forms.  

 

Billy   

This is practically the reincarnation of the spiritform. The ‘Power” would be then simply 

Creation and at the same time the spiritform.  
 

Ptaah   

31. So it is, just only with other terms, as well as also everything interpreted and understood by 

the occupants of the planet.  
 

32. Regarding these three races still is to say, that they are absolutely peaceful, in fact, both 

from human to human, as well as however also among the races and their peoples themselves.  
 

33. Wars are foreign to them just as well as hate and criminality, and purely technologically 

viewed, they are at the position which prevailed with Earth humans in the year 1968.  
 

Billy   

Astonishing. Then, these human beings are far ahead of earthlings. However, how is it then 

with the form of government?  
 

Ptaah   

34. Each people decides totally on all interests, although a total representation of all three races 

exists, which is built in the form of an assembly of men and women, which as highest authority 

is to gain the required recognition of the will of the people.  

 

Billy   

A little complicatedly expressed, my friend. If I correctly understand your words, then with 

these three races and their peoples so to say there exists a combined leadership, which consist 

of persons, respectively representatives, of all three races. This leadership personnel exists in 

the service of the people, respectively of all peoples and executes their decision, respectively, 

they are responsible for the fact, that the will of people, respectively peoples is carried out. 

Then it is so to say a proper democracy. And how is it with these leadership personnel, do they 

have then also their own power of decision?  

 

Ptaah   



35. Your interpretation corresponds to the sense of my words.   

36. The leadership personnel, which consists of three persons from all peoples have only 

executing and advisory powers of the respective peoples and they do not have their own 

possibility for decision.  

 

37. All leadership personnel are elevated to the standing of wise persons, whose duty it also is, 

to work out all required necessities and present them to the people, who then decide about 

them.  

 

38. The three races and all of their peoples have no other party natures at all, like this is the 

case with Earth humans.  
 

39. On the other hand they have the manner of voting in the way, as was the case since ancient 

times in Switzerland in the manner of rural communities, in which the majority decision 

applied.  

 

40. The interests, on which must be voted, are announced first by the leadership personnel on 

the day of the vote, when the people assemble and have to deliver a, for or against, vote.  
 

41. So therefore no previous consultations are able to be made, consequently each citizen of 

each people according to his own discretion and in accordance with his decision has to make 

his own choice.  

 

Billy   

Interesting. How is it then with the military, respectively the armed forces?   

Ptaah   

42. Here, pure harmony and peace exists among all three races and all of their peoples for a 

little more than 1208 planetary years and also exist no armed forces and no weapons industries 

for military purposes.  

 

Billy   

And so what about the police?   

Ptaah   

43. There is no such organization in the way, like on Earth.   

44. Security personnel are certainly existing, but these constitute an order protection and safety 

protection which provide for the order and safety of the population regarding natural events, by 

which I mean events of nature.  

 

45. The races and their peoples themselves live in an order, which has no degenerations, like 

this is the case with the people on Earth.  
 

Billy   

So to speak, an ideal state.   

Ptaah   

46. In certain respects can actually of an ideal be spoken.   

Billy   

What to me is still of interest, dear friend is their technology of locomotion. Do they have also 

still such primitive airplanes and automobiles, etc., like we on Earth? This is certainly to be 

assumed, if they have the technological position, which we possessed in 1968, am I correct?  

 

Ptaah   



47. Your assumption is not entirely correct, because certainly they have a similar technology of 

locomotion, but the drives are not sustained by explosion motors using benzene and diesel oil, 

but they are driven with synthetic substances.  

 

48. All three races and all of their peoples do not exploit the petroleum of the world.   

49. All necessary substances for all things are from plants of many kinds as well as produced 

synthetically.  
 

Billy   

And the food?   

Ptaah   

50. There exist large community gardens as well as joint farming holdings, like gardens and 

small farms, which however are also run by individual persons or small groups.  
 

51. And before you ask:   

52. There are economically useful animals kept and bred for work and for food purposes, 

though however any form of cruelty to animals is taboo.  
 

53. Flesh for food of humans is solely produced through breeding and slaughtering of certain 

animals.  
 

54. Fruits, vegetables and flesh of many and diverse forms as well as all other necessary food 

items and required products of other kinds are in abundance and plentiful, and from this 

follows that nowhere does famine exist.  

 

55. All bodies of waters and forests, meadows, fields and marsh areas are healthy and 

completely intact.  
 

56. Chemical products are not laid down for the purposes of protection or growth of plants, but 

only substances, which in turn consist of natural products.  
 

57. Hunting for any wild game is taboo, because game flesh is likewise only produced through 

breeding, like this also is the case with fish flesh, etc..  
 

Billy   

Have you also established how old the humans get to be?   

Ptaah   

58. Naturally.   

59. The average age of the humans of all three races is a uniform 128 years and death as a rule 

is due to old age.  
 

Billy   

Therefore, they are regarding this also a great deal ahead of earthlings. However, what happens 

then with the passed away humans, I mean, how are they laid to rest – cremated or buried, etc.?  
 

Ptaah   

60. The deceased are laid out upon a stone bed far away from residential areas in especially 

created for them, individual small, yet very stable stone houses, after which the entrance is 

closed with rocks and boulders.  

 

61. After that, the deceased are left to decompose.   

Billy   



Do you mean by this something like a vault? Is it with the bereaved then also as is usual on 

Earth, that they visit these tombs?  
 

Ptaah   

62. No, this does not likewise belong to tradition as well as also not the decoration of tombs 

with flowers, etc..  
 

63. Also, no inscriptions are displayed, and no ritual at all is indulged in, at the burial.   

64. Among all races exists also no fear of dying and death.   

65. The whole thing is considered and honored as a natural and inevitable event.   

Billy   

So should it also be with us. Yet tell me now: You are only really able to reach this foreign 

universe, because in your ancient data you had the recordings of Henok at your disposal. Was 

Henok perhaps already over there? And do you go back again soon?  

 

Ptaah   

66. The recordings in accordance with certain things indicated that Henok was actually in this 

foreign universe.  
 

67. However we first must exactly still discover this, which a travel back in time back will 

certainly be required, precisely into the time, when Henok worked.  
 

68. On my part for the time being, I will not be returning back there, but a large part of our 

expedition remains over there, consequently it will further explore the three human races and 

everything around them as well as a large part of the universe.  

 

Billy   

Good, then I do not want to ask you further about these things. Indeed, you said that you 

wanted to tell me more later.  
 

Ptaah   

69. I will do this little by little, when we talk in a private way.   

Billy   

Very well.   
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